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Abstract

Accessing specific or salient parts of multimedia record-

ings remains a challenge as there is no obvious way of

structuring and representing a mix of space-based and time-

based media. A number of approaches have been proposed

which usually involve translating the continuous component

of the multimedia recording into a space-based represen-

tation, such as text from audio through automatic speech

recognition and images from video (keyframes). In this pa-

per, we present a novel technique which defines retrieval

units in terms of a log of actions performed on space-

based artefacts, and exploits timing properties and extended

concurrency to construct a visual presentation of text and

speech data. This technique can be easily adapted to any

mix of space-based artefacts and continuous media.

1 Introduction

Visual data mining of multimodal meeting data is a rela-

tively new field in which modality translation has emerged

as the dominant paradigm [6, 7]. In the case study presented

in this paper, which is based on mining collaboratively writ-

ten texts coupled with audio recordings, we propose an al-

ternative approach where the recording of actions (or inter-

action) history on space-based artefacts (segments of text)

is used in order to uncover not only non-sequential tem-

poral links with the continuous medium (audio), but also

links to other non-contiguous space-based artefacts. In this

scenario, the timing properties of the various data units are

not used as the underlying structure of our data represen-

tation but rather as a means of linking these various data

units. We subsequently used the inherent structure of text

as the basis of a meeting mining tool for exploring multi-

media recordings which graphically represents meetings in
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a tree structure. Extended concurrency of the editing oper-

ations performed on each paragraph of a shared text docu-

ment and the speech exchanges between participants is used

as the basis of our retrieval units. The results presented here

can be adapted and extended to any mix of space-based data

and continuous media by defining and capturing a set of ac-

tions (according to the nature of the data) performed on the

space-based data.

2 Multimedia Data Description

The data collected for each meeting consist of a text

document written collaboratively, individual audio files for

each participant, and XML-encoded interaction metadata.

A collaborative writing environment was specifically de-

signed to support and capture editing, gesturing and audio

interaction among remote participants [2]. When writing

text, co-authors naturally structure their documents into se-

mantic units. Our aim is to keep track of these semantic

units from their creation, and follow their evolution dur-

ing the co-writing process. We assume that the appropriate

granularity for text units for this purpose is the paragraph.

Whenever an editing or gesturing operation is performed

on a paragraph, our system generates timestamps contain-

ing information on the agent who performed the operation,

the type of action (Insert, Delete, Paste, Cut, Point etc) the

start and end time of the action, and the exact content of

the editing operation. An XML representation of the docu-

ment attaches these timestamps to the paragraphs for which

they were generated. If the document is structurally modi-

fied, the system ensures that these paragraph timestamps are

handled accordingly. A detailed description of this times-

tamping model can be found in [3].

3 Retrieval Model and Units

The final text document produced during the collabora-

tive editing task is used as the basis of our data represen-
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tation. We believe the textual outcome is a natural and in-

tuitive starting point for visual data mining. Furthermore,

one of the challenges in representing orthogonal media such

as text and audio stems from the fact that there is no ob-

vious way of representing these in a structured manner.

Co-writers naturally use text segmentation (chapters, para-

graphs, sentences, etc.) to structure their ideas in semantic

units. The most interesting aspect of the paragraph-based

editing history recording lies in using the timing of editing

operations performed on each paragraph in order to provide

temporal entry points to an otherwise sequential audio file.

Using text as a starting point, we create a data structure

called MeetingTree. The basic retrieval unit of a Meet-

ingTree is determined through extended concurrency (ex-

plained in detail in section 3.1) of editing and gesturing ac-

tions performed on each paragraph of the text document and

participants speech exchanges. This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1 which represents the retrieval unit, or temporal neigh-

bourhood, formally defined in [5] of one paragraph of our

meetings.

Figure 1. Retrieval Unit, or Temporal Neigh

bourhood for a paragraph

The bottom line shows all operations performed on one

particular paragraph. In this case, it is a single atomic op-

eration (gesturing). The line above this shows a concurrent

audio segment of participants speech exchanges. Layer 2

shows all editing operations performed on paragraphs other

than the original one within the duration of the audio seg-

ment. These operations are linked to a different set of audio

segments (audio layer 2). Finally, editing operations layer 3

represent all editing operations not included in the previous

editing layers which happened within the duration of audio

layer 2. The retrieval algorithm stops when no more con-

current editing operations or audio segments can be found.

3.1 Audio Segmentation and Reduction

One of the challenges in multimedia retrieval resides in

organising the data in a meaningful graphical representation

of the information, an issue which is usually compounded

by the large data sets available. In the model described

above, simply representing the retrieval units without any

pre-processing has the major inconvenience of creating tree

representations with thousands of nodes. This is mainly due

to the large number of speech exchanges occurring during

the meeting, typically in the hundreds, even for relatively

short meetings (20 to 45 minutes). In what follows, we

discuss the strategies we implemented for efficiently map-

ping speech exchanges in our prototype and what results

this mapping has had on the information mining task. We

wish to stress that all subsequent considerations on audio

segment reduction and merging only applies to the display-

ing of audio nodes information on the user interface. The

audio file itself is never truncated and can always be ac-

cessed either sequentially or randomly.

The initial segmentation of audio is done through silence

detection. Due to the nature of the audio recording, initially

done in RTP packet format, the issue of speaker identifica-

tion is trivial. The speaker is simply inferred from the RTP

source identifier. We are henceforth able to build a binary

audio profile for each participant, using a granularity of one

second, representing speech or silence intervals. These eas-

ily define temporal speech segments. Once the meeting is

recorded, these segments are of known length and can be to-

tally ordered. Let s1, e1, s2 and e2 be respectively the start

and end time of two audio segments Au1 and Au2. We

use a subset of Allen’s [1] temporal interval relations as fol-

lows: Au1 is before Au2 if e1 < s2. Au1 is during Au2 if

s1 ≥ s2 and e1 ≤ e2 (equal, during, starts or finishes). Au1

overlaps Au2 if s1 ≤ s2 ≤ e1 ≤ e2 (meets, overlaps).

The criteria for audio segment merging discussed be-

low aims to meet the following requirements: to reduce

the number of audio segments mapped for compact graph-

ical representation while following the natural structure of

discourse for meaningful listening. Audio segments with

the during relation refer to sections of the audio recording

when several participants are speaking at the same time. As

people generally tend not to speak at the same time in re-

mote settings, we have found that occurrences of these re-

lations within our meetings corpus are rare in comparison

with the other two before and overlaps relations[2]. These

speech segments are generally of very short duration and

almost always consist of false starts, acknowledgements or

comments made while another participant is speaking (e.g

”yes”,”right”, ”ok”). It can also be argued that in remote

collaborative meetings, participants feel a greater need to

acknowledge each other’s presence with verbal utterances

as a way of maintaining awareness [4] in remote collabora-

tive meetings. Taken out of context these individual utter-

ances would appear to be meaningless. Therefore, in order

to prevent them from being displayed the system merges

all audio segments related by the during relation. In other

words, the audio mapping reduction means that if a partic-

ipant makes a comment while another participant is speak-

ing, these concurrent speech exchanges are formally re-
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garded as a single segment. The identities of the individ-

ual speakers taking part on these merged audio segments is

nevertheless preserved.

As pointed out above, the number of audio intervals with

the during relation is relatively small. In order to more effi-

ciently map speech exchanges in the tree representation of

the meeting, a second step of audio intervals merging with

the overlaps relation is performed. In accordance with the

natural structure of discourse, it is reasonable to assume that

audio segments in close time proximity may be relevant to

one another. This can be viewed as the question-answer pair

paradigm [7] where adjacent speech exchanges are more in-

formative jointly than when considered on their own.

In remote meetings, participants tend not to start speak-

ing immediately one after another, usually waiting a few

seconds in order to make sure that the other person has fin-

ished making their points. Therefore, a strict interpretation

of the overlaps interval relation would yield poor results. In

order to take into account such natural short speech pauses,

we have introduced a tolerance value of a few seconds for

the overlaps relation. This means that two audio segments

separated by a silence whose duration is less than the toler-

ance value are considered to be overlapping. This tolerance

value can be adjusted by the user as it might yield different

results for different meeting tasks or participants. Figure 2

shows the result of such audio merging for a chunk of audio

segments of one meeting, using a tolerance merging value

of 3s, which has shown good overall results in our prototype

testing. As there would usually be a short delay between

Figure 2. Audio segmentation before and after

merging using a tolerance value of 3s

participants speaking and subsequently typing, considera-

tions previously expressed regarding the overlap of audio

segments may also be extended in order to find links be-

tween audio and editing operations. In other words, if an

audio segment ends within less than the overlap tolerance

value of an editing operation it is regarded as overlapping.

The merging and linking of audio intervals and editing oper-

ations described above is important for the data mining task

in that they allow for clustering of audio segments which

are not necessarily sequential into retrieval units and relate

text segments that are not necessarily contiguous.

4 Implications for Browsing

MeetingTrees can be straightforwardly mapped to hierar-

chical user interface components. A tree component could

be used to display each paragraph’s retrieval unit as a branch

of audio nodes and editing actions, as shown in Figures 4

and 5. We claim that this form of visual representation high-

lights segment relationships that would be undetectable in

linear browsing modes. Consider, for example, the retrieval

units illustrated in Figure 3. The retrieval unit inferred from

paragraph 4 links three non sequential audio segments Au1,

Au2 and Au3. It also links paragraph 4 to editing operations

performed to four other non-contiguous text segments. As

Text

time

Par 4
Au3

Au2

Au1

p24 p6 p13 p5

Audio

Figure 3. Nonlinear linking

the time line suggests, these paragraphs were modified in

an arbitrary order, showing that paragraph 5, physically the

closest to paragraph 4, was modified last, after a number of

other considerations were discussed and taken into account.

The text content of these paragraphs is as follows:

(par4) budget of 3000 from the student union

(par5) maybe charge people more?

Before the participants came to the conclusion that they

needed to charge people more, in paragraph 5, they first

made changes to a number of paragraphs, in this order:

(par24) bus hire 1500 for 60 people

(par6) travel 1500

(par13) 4400 for students 2700 for staff in single room

The subjects participants discussed verbally while these

paragraphs were modified are the following:

(Au1) (par24,6) travel arrangements, cost of hiring a

bus, existence of a budget

(Au2) (par13) hotel expenses

(Au3) (par5) need to charge people more

In other words, only when the participants realised that

the cost of travel and the hotel would exceed their initial

budget (paragraph 4) did they decide to charge for the trip

(paragraph 5). Adjusting the value of the overlap tolerance

affects the shape and depths of retrieval units. A tolerance

value of 3 seconds was used in the example above. Figure 4

shows a paragraph retrieval unit when the overlap tolerance
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Figure 4. A paragraph’s retrieval unit with the

overlap tolerance set to 0

Figure 5. Same unit with tolerance set to 3s

value is set to 0 and Figure 5 shows the same branch when

the value is set to 3 seconds. Not surprisingly, branches of

the retrieval unit will grow with a larger overlap tolerance

value as more links are uncovered. In the example above, a

tolerance value set to 0 would not have uncovered links to

paragraphs 24 (travel arrangements) and 13 (hotel booking),

giving no clues as why the participants suddenly decided to

charge people more. The difficulty here lies in adjusting the

tolerance value so that relevant links can be made (tolerance

value above a certain threshold) without increasing it to the

extent where non-related information is being included in

the retrieval unit (tolerance value too high). Ideally, the tol-

erance value should be roughly the same length as the par-

ticipants short speech pauses so that two subsequent audio

exchanges will be linked. We are currently investigating

strategies for automatically setting tolerance values.

Analysis of the meeting corpus according to the model

described above revealed two basic modes of collaboration:

tight collaboration, where participants work within the text

document on semantically related text segments, perform-

ing tasks that relate to or depend upon one another within

the same time frame, and loose collaboration, where par-

ticipants delegate each other unrelated tasks on which they

work independently until these tasks are completed. The

ability to distinguish between patterns of cooperation is im-

portant with respect to the choice of browsing strategy to be

adopted.

5 Conclusion

The model presented in this paper used interaction

history on text segments and extended concurrency with

speech segments to generate information retrieval units.

These units reveal how individual paragraphs relate to var-

ious (possibly non-sequential) audio segments as well as

other (possibly non-contiguous) paragraphs. Time is no

longer regarded as the single structuring factor for infor-

mation presentation and retrieval. Instead, properties of in-

dividual (space- and time-based) data units are used to un-

cover information patterns among sets of data units. Future

work will involve a thorough analysis of the cooperation

modes discussed in the last section. Sets of features will be

defined in order to allow the system to segment and classify

recordings according to those cooperation modes.
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